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1.  Tsushima Island in Map Texts
O¯ji Toshiaki has divided research on old maps in cultural geography and
cartographic history into three currents.1) The first is what perhaps should also be
called the history of the development of cartography.  Scholars analyze cartography
from perspectives that follow the development of “unreliable” mapping into
“accurate” mapping.  In a certain sense, this is the main stream in the history of
cartography.  In the second current, images are used for reconstructing views of sho¯en
estates, cities, villages, religious institutions, and other sites that have lost their past.
This methodology has been widely used for historical research based upon written
texts and for archaeology.  The third current, which is similar to the study of literary
texts, uses the meanings inscribed in old maps.  Numerous studies have been
conducted through deconstruction and semiotics theory.  In this paper I will not work
from a specific perspective, but I will examine maps largely from the third stream of
research.  
What does it mean to treat maps as a text?  O¯ji hypothesizes that in the topography
depicted, in the region excised, in the signs, in the verbal text and in other features are
inscribed meanings of the map’s composer.  One analyzes those meanings through
discoveries gleaned from reading the codes (a silent understanding) that underlie
those expressions. 
I will focus on various maps produced in Choso˘n Korea and ask how they depict
the Japanese archipelago.  In particular, I will focus on two forms of depictions of
Tsushima island.  I will examine these two forms of depiction, that is, two types of
discourses, and discuss the relationship between those discourses and the Korean
peninsula and the Japanese archipelago, that is, the contexts of the map texts. 
2.  The Japanese Archipelago in the Haedong chegukki
Numerous articles and both academic and popular books have cited the Haedong
chegukki in discussions of Tsushima island.  The Haedong chegukki gives an overview of
the history, geography, and culture of Japan and Ryukyu, and their diplomatic
relations with Choso˘n.  Sin Sukchu, who was Chief State Councillor of the State
Council (K. U˘ijo˘nbgu Yo˘ngu˘ijo˘ng), or the highest appointed official in the Choso˘n
government, compiled that report in 1471.  According to the political order centered
in Kyoto, Tsushima island would certainly have been placed as a marginal island of
no importance.  However, from Choso˘n’s point of view, Tsushima island was not at
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all marginal.  The maps near the front of the Haedong chegukki reveal the significance
attributed to Tsushima island by Choso˘n. 
In the first map, titled “Haedong cheguk ch’ongdo” (Comprehensive Map of the
Countries in the Eastern Seas), there are depictions of what corresponds to the
Japanese and Ryukyuan archipelagos.2) (Map 1)  Although there is much to be
discussed about this map in terms of cartographical history, I will for the time being
focus on its geographical features.  In this map, geographic features are consciously
depicted for the island of Okinawa, Kyushu, Iki island, and Tsushima island.  Other
places are identified by their historical province names, such as “Mikawa Province ( J.
Mikawa-shu¯)” and “Owari Province ( J. Owari-shu¯)” and are surrounded by simple
borders that resemble fish scales.  Historical maps that use the latter type of depiction,
paying no attention to regional topography, are categorized in Japanese cartographical
tradition as Gyo¯ki-style maps ( J. Gyo¯ki zu).  I do not know how to identify the former,
which pays more attention to topography.  In any case, it suggests that the person(s)
who composed the map held a strong interest in those regions.
The level of interest is also reflected in the relative size of the islands.  Although Iki
island is slightly smaller than Kyushu, the sizes of both Tsushima island and Okinawa
in the map are comparable to that of Kyushu.  If one compares the relative size of
these islands with Honshu, we may say that they are clearly over-scale, or that these
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Map 1: “Haedong cheguk ch’ongdo” (Comprehensive Map of the Countries in the Eastern
Seas) in Haedong chegukki, (Keijo¯: Cho¯sen So¯tokufu, 1933).  By permission of National
Institute of Korean History of the Republic of Korea.
islands must have been immensely large.3) Furthermore, as Murai Sho¯suke
emphasizes, there are many islands depicted between Tsushima island and Okinawa,
especially between Kyushu and Okinawa, with each of them identified.4) In reality,
these islands are extremely small and insignificant as landmasses, but from a maritime
perspective, they must have been important on sea routes or for fishing grounds.  In
sum, just from looking at the way in which these islands are depicted, we can see that
the interest of Haedong chegukki lay in the maritime world. 
Following “Haedong cheguk ch’ongdo” are even more detailed maps.  Among
those is the “Ilbon-guk Taema-do chi to” (Map of Tsushima Island of Japan).5) (Map
2)  Although the map is “distorted” from the actual topography, that is not an issue
here.  What should be noted is the fact that ports and settlements are identified in
each of the more than eighty inlets depicted here.  Their names are transcribed into
Chinese characters according to the Korean phonetic reading, suggesting that the
place names were heard and then transcribed.  What is even more significant is that at
the top and in the upper left, the map includes directions to the port of Pusan and the
port of Naei in Kyo˘ngsang Province, Choso˘n.  In the lower right of the map is
included the direction to Katsumoto, in Iki island, which indicates that Tsushima
island was the transit place closest to Choso˘n.  
The same attitude can also be found in the main text.  The text describing
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Map 2: “Ilbon-guk Taema-do chi to” (Map of Tsushima Island of Japan) in Haedong chegukki,
(Keijo¯: Cho¯sen So¯tokufu, 1933).  By permission of National Institute of Korean History
of the Republic of Korea.
Tsushima island states, “Of the islands of the eastern sea, this island is especially
important.  All ships that come to Choso˘n stop here, and only after having received a
travel permit from the lord of Tsushima island, are they allowed to come to Choso˘n.” 6)
This suggests the significance of Tsushima island in the relationship between Choso˘n
and the countries of the eastern seas, that is, Japan and Ryukyu.  Furthermore, in
addition to the more than eighty ports and settlements noted in the map, the text also
gives the number of houses in each settlement, including villages as small as twenty
households.  Compared to other regions, there also are many entries regarding people
who were involved in interaction with Choso˘n, including the So¯ family, who were the
lords of the island, former pirates, and a person of Chinese ancestry among more than
thirty individuals.  
What I have mentioned so far has already been discussed in earlier scholarship,
and is certainly not a new discovery.  What I wish to emphasize here is that regardless
of the fact that the Haedong chegukki claims that Tsushima island is an important island
for Choso˘n, it does not state that the island was originally Choso˘n territory.  It without
doubt places Tsushima island as part of Japan.  This may seem obvious, but as the
Korean view of Tsushima island, this was not self-evident.  I call the placement of
Tsushima island outside Choso˘n territory and the expression of Tsushima island as an
extremely important boundary area in Choso˘n-Japan relations discourse number one. 
3.  Tsushima Island in Maps of Choso˘n
In maps of Choso˘n produced in Choso˘n in the pre-modern period is a depiction of
Tsushima island that differs from discourse one.  Sinju˘ng Tongguk yo˘ji su˘ngnam (The
Revised Atlas of the Eastern Countries and Regions) is a gazetteer that the Choso˘n
court edited in 1531.7) In this gazetteer is a map of Choso˘n (“P’aldo ch’ongdo”
[Comprehensive Map of Choso˘n]) (Map 3) and maps of each of the eight provinces.
There are eleven islands in “P’aldo ch’ongdo,” including Ullu˘ng-do.  For some reason,
Tsushima island also is included.  
There are sensitive issues regarding “Ullu˘ng-do” and “Usan-do,” but I do not think
that at least during this period an administration other than the Choso˘n government
was interested in these islands.  In addition, “Ko˘je,” “Namhae,” “Cheju,” “Chindo,”
Huksan-do,” “Kunsan-do,” “Kanghwa,” and “Kyodong” are in the map of Choso˘n.
The northern area is delineated, proceeding from the east, by “Tuman-gang,”
“Paektu-san,” and “Amnok-gang.”  Seen only from this composition, despite only
Tsushima island being outside of Choso˘n, this map of Choso˘n cannot be analyzed as
exceptional.  If one looks at the map of Kyo˘ngsang Province in this gazetteer, this
becomes even clearer.  In this map, the islands of “Ko˘je” and “Namhae” are depicted
together with Tsushima island.  In this map Tsushima island was placed as one part of
Kyo˘ngsang Province. 
In recent years I have purchased several beautiful books on ancient maps
published in South Korea.8) Among those are, of course, a significant number of maps
of Korea.  They are given a variety of titles, but in general, they all depict the
territorial boundaries of Korea.  Of the maps that I have examined to date, all include
Tsushima island.  In other words, Tsushima island in most cases is depicted in a way
that it can be interpreted as being part of Choso˘n territory.
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Looking through the maps, there are very few examples in which Tsushima island
is placed outside of the Choso˘n boundary.  Some later Choso˘n maps have added text
that reads “within the Japanese border” (K. Ilbon kye) on Tsushima island.  Rather,
colored maps sometimes illustrate Tsushima island in the same color as Kyo˘ngsang
Province, or depict only Cheju island and Tsushima island as large islands, suggesting
that Tsushima island lie in Choso˘n territory.  Others, like a reproduction of a 1640
manuscript version of “Choso˘n p’aldo kogu˘m ch’ongnam to” (Comprehensive Map of
the Eight Provinces of Choso˘n, Past and Present) depict “Japan” (K. Ilbon-guk) next to
and the same size as Tsushima island.  In any case, we may say that Tsushima island
was an indispensable element for Choso˘n maps.  
While these maps were being made in Choso˘n, Japan had gone through the
Sengoku period, and power had shifted from Oda Nobunaga to Toyotomi Hideyoshi,
until finally, the Edo bakufu was established.  The political order shifted from
decentralized to centralized forms of administration, and the notion of boundary/
territory, too, gradually became clear.  There is no evidence that the political changes
that took place in Japan influenced Choso˘n map-making.  We may say that, in
general, there was no major change in Choso˘n’s view of Japan and Tsushima island. 
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Map 3: “P’aldo ch’ongdo” (Comprehensive Map of Choso˘n) in Sinju˘ng Tongguk yo˘ji su˘ngnam
(The Revised Atlas of the Eastern Countries and Regions), Tokyo, Kokusho kanko¯kai,
1986.  By permission of Kokusho kanko¯kai.
There also are a number of maps of Choso˘n included in volumes about Choso˘n
that were translated or published in Japan during the Edo period, and even in those
maps, Tsushima island was in Choso˘n territory.9) Those Japanese works were
published without editing based upon texts that had been published in Choso˘n.  Even
more surprising is that similar examples can be seen in the Meiji period.10)
There also are interesting examples not only among the maps of Choso˘n, but
among old maps of Japan.  There is a line of old maps of Japan known as “Gyo¯ki-
maps.”  One of the maps dating from the early- to mid-fourteenth century is presently
owned by Sho¯myo¯ji, in Yokohama, and kept at the Kanazawa Bunko, in Kanagawa
Prefecture.  The surviving portion of this map covers the western half of the territory
of Japan, marked from Noto to Mikawa.  The characteristic of this map of Japan is
that it depicts south at the top and north at the bottom, places Honshu, Shikoku, and
Kyushu at its center, and depicts a number of islands in the Inland Sea and to the west
and south of Kyushu.  Furthermore, territorial boundary is marked by a loop that
resembles a snake or a dragon.  Perhaps we can interpret this loop as protecting its
inner domain.  At the same time, everything that is depicted outside of the loop can
be considered as being outside the territory.  “Oki” and “Kaito¯ kokufu” are depicted
side-by-side outside the loop.  “Tsushima,” too, is singled out beyond the loop.  It is
difficult to determine how we can interpret this relationship, but at least such a
depiction suggests that there was a tendency in traditional Japanese idea to view
Tsushima island as being located outside of Japanese territory. 
The notion that Tsushima island was part of Choso˘n also existed in China.  In the
Ho¯sa Bunko archive in Nagoya is “Qing-chao zhongwai yudi du” (The Map of Inner
and Outer Regions of the Qing Dynasty), a map which depicts China and its
surrounding regions on thirty-two sheets.  Tsushima island is found clearly depicted in
the map of Choso˘n.11)
Not only was the tradition of depicting Tsushima island as part of Choso˘n deep-
rooted, but it also extended to Japan and China, and continued to be passed on
through the early Meiji period.  It would be interesting to investigate how the Choso˘n
ruling class that continued to handle these maps viewed Tsushima island in its
political context; however, at this point, I am unable to answer that question.  What I
would like to do instead is to examine the historical features of Tsushima island that
influenced the visual expression of Tsushima island in these maps of Choso˘n.  The
expression of Tsushima island as part of Choso˘n territory is discourse number two. 
4.  The Two Discourses in Yo˘jido
The questions whether Tsushima island is seen as part of Choso˘n or whether
Tsushima island seen as outside Choso˘n are in an exclusionary relationship, and
discourse number one and discourse number two cannot be combined.  Stated
differently, these two discourses cannot be expressed in a single map.  However, these
two discourses are parallel to one another in an atlas. 
If one visits museums and libraries that have interest not only in South Korea and
Japan, but also in East Asia, then one often meets Yo˘jido or atlases bearing similar
titles.  There are various versions that differ by printing, manuscript, the composition
of the maps, topography, and whether the maps are colored or are black-and-white,
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and it is very difficult to find exactly the same atlas.  All of these atlases, stated
broadly, were produced in Choso˘n from the seventeenth century.12) In other words, in
what is called the “late Choso˘n” period, many Korean elites gazed upon these atlases. 
Although there are numerous versions, there are many common points in the
composition of these atlases. I will refer to a Yo˘jido in the collection of the Kobe City
Museum ( J. Ko¯be Shiritsu Hakubutsukan).13) “Ch’o˘nha chido” (Map of the World): This
map is formed from China and nearby countries at the map’s center and surrounding
seas, and from a ring of landmass on the outer edge of the sea.  This is one kind of
world map.  From its characteristic shape, this type of world map is called a “wheel
map.” 14) “Chungguk chido” (Map of China): China and nearby countries are depicted
in this map.  “Choso˘n ch’ongdo” (Comprehensive Map of Choso˘n) (Map 4): Choso˘n
territory is depicted, Tsushima island is included, and a total of nine islands are
shown. “Samhan to” (Map of the Three Han): Drawn in nearly the same shape as
“Choso˘n ch’ongdo,” ancient place names are written.  In addition, maps of each of the
eight provinces that composed Choso˘n follow. Among those provincial maps, in the
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Map 4: “Choso˘n ch’ongdo” (Comprehensive Map of Choso˘n) in Yo˘jido (Atlas of the World).  By
permission of the Ko¯be Shiritsu Hakubutsukan (Kobe City Museum).
“Kyo˘ngsang-do to” (Map of Kyo˘ngsang Province) Tsushima island is of course
included.  Following the provincial maps is “Ilbon-guk to” (Map of Japan), and
Tsushima island is of course depicted.  Last is “Yugu-guk to” (Map of Ryukyu).
Among the maps above, only the “Samhan to” is seen infrequently in other atlases.
But the other maps are common elements of atlases. 
The region shaped in these atlases and the way in which that region was depicted
must have greatly influenced the world view of Korean elites in the late Choso˘n
period.  The way in which Tsushima island was depicted was not an exception.  First,
I will examine maps that include Tsushima island.  In the “Choso˘n ch’ongdo” are
included Tsushima island and eight other islands.  From the eleven islands that
appeared in the “P’aldo ch’ongdo” in the Sinju˘ng Tongguk yo˘ji su˘ngnam, “Ko˘je” and
“Namhae” were cut.15) Looking at the topography, one easily notes that the atlas map
of Choso˘n followed the “P’aldo ch’ongdo.”  Genealogically, as well, it is clear that the
Sinju˘ng Tongguk yo˘ji su˘ngnam’s “P’aldo ch’ongdo” is the ancestor.16) This is discourse
number two, therefore, with Tsushima island treated as part of the map of Choso˘n.
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Map 5: “Ilbon-guk to” (Map of Japan) in Yo˘jido (Atlas of the World).  By permission of the Ko¯be
Shiritsu Hakubutsukan (Kobe City Museum).
The same point can also be made from the “Kyo˘ngsang-do to.” 
The “Ilbon-guk to” is called “Wae-guk to” (Map of Japan) in another atlas, but, in
general, it is a map depicting the Japanese archipelago.  (Map 5)  It must be noted that
in this map’s special characteristic, south is at the top of the map.  Therefore,
Tsushima island is at the bottom right of the map.  Fundamentally, the “Haedong
cheguk ch’ongdo” in the Haedong chegukki seems to be the base map, though there are
various changes in the “Ilbon-guk to.” 17) Thus, this is a map depicting discourse
number one, in which Tsushima island is treated as outside of Choso˘n.  Further,
south-north is upside-down compared to the base map, but this is a design for seeing
from Choso˘n.  It reflects values that set Choso˘n, or Hanso˘ng, at the center and the
Japanese archipelago in the periphery.18)
These two discourses, which appear on the same surface but cannot stand together,
although they appear in different maps cannot coexist in the same atlas.  My interest
is growing in how Korean elites who found these atlases conceived of Tsushima
island, but, unfortunately, at present that question is beyond my abilities.  Conversely,
I would like to consider what special features of Tsushima island’s history gave birth
to discourse number one and discourse number two in maps produced in Choso˘n.  
5.  The O¯ei Invasion 
It is not necessary to discuss in detail the history of Tsushima island within
discourse number one.  The Choso˘n court’s relations with the So¯ family of Tsushima
island and other island elite families can be seen as, fundamentally, foreign relations.
Although institutionally as foreign relations, there also were several facets in which the
Choso˘n court treated Tsushima island as domestic territory.  Those facets become
bases that reproduce discourse number two.  Below I will discuss such features from
the perspective of discourse number two. 
The northern tip of Tsushima island is less than fifty kilometers from the southern
shores of the Korean peninsula, and the southern tip of the island is more than 130
kilometers to the northern shores of Kyushu.  This is the location of Tsushima island.
Unless one is truly unlucky, one can see Tsushima island as a big mountain that sticks
out of the sea if looking to the south from the Pusan Tower in Mt. Yongdu Park (K.
Yongdu-san kongwo˘n), in Pusan.  From Tsushima island, one can enjoy the night view
of Pusan from the Korea Observation Tower ( J. Kankoku tenbo¯dai) in Senbyo¯
Makiyama, in Kamiagata-cho¯, if one is lucky.  Regardless of this proximity, none of
the written documents show evidence that Tsushima island was ever under the
territorial rule of any ruling group established on the Korean peninsula.  Nevertheless,
Tsushima island continued to be depicted in Choso˘n territory in maps of Choso˘n.  Let
us now look at written documents to examine how such a notion took root.  
In the sixth month of 1419, a large Korean army led by the Supreme Commander
of the Three Armies (K. Samgunbu ch’aech’alsa) Yi Chongmu departed Ko˘je island for
Tsushima island.  The army consisted of 227 warships, 17,285 soldiers, and carried
provisions for sixty-five days.13) This battle, initiated on Tsushima island by the
Korean forces, is today referred to as the O¯ei Invasion ( J. O¯ei no gaiko¯), taken from the
Japanese era name in which it occurred.  In South Korea, it is known as the Kihae
Eastern Pacification (K. Kihae tongjo˘ng), taken from the Chinese calendar year.
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There were several factors in the background of this military operation.  First,
T’aejong, the third King of Choso˘n, had handed his throne to his third son, who then
became the fourth king, Sejong.20) At this time, Sejong had already turned twenty-two
years of age, mature enough to rule as a sovereign; however, power over important
matters and military affairs remained in the hands of his father.  T’aejong had seized
power and come to the throne during a severe family conflict.  For that reason,
T’aejong first passed the throne to his own son in order to secure his lineage, and in
order to control his political rivals maintained his power over important matters.
Such cases can be seen frequently in Japan, in politics involving regents, cloistered
emperors, and retired shoguns.  However, this was exceptional in the Choso˘n
government, and was rarely seen thereafter, either.  It shows that there existed
powerful political tensions at the time.  This was not the only reason why T’aejong
continued to retain power.  He seems to have thought that in order to exterminate the
pirates, it was absolutely necessary to militarily bring their bases under his military
control.  This was the other reason why he retained his power over military affairs
after passing the throne to his son.  
In Korean sources are frequently found the expressions Waein ( J. Wajin), Waejok
( J. Wazoku), and waegu ( J. wako¯ ), but these terms do not necessarily mean the
Japanese people in general.  These terms were used mainly for the people of
Tsushima island and Iki island.  There was a tendency to differentiate those who lived
further away, such as in Kyushu, by calling them “Japanese of the main islands” (K.
simso waein), or “Japanese” (K. Ilbonin; J. Nihonjin).  It is quite likely, then, that when a
Korean source mentions “Waein,” it refers to the people of the boundary area.21)
Coincidentally, in the fourth month of 1418, immediately before Sejong succeeded
to the throne, a messenger from Tsushima island announced the death of the
“provincial governor ( J. shugo) So¯ Sadashige.”  Since the Choso˘n government believed
that the pirate activities had ceased due to Sadashige’s efforts, the king sent the Fifth
Rank Military Officer (K. Haeng Sajik) Yi Ye to Tsushima island to attend Sadashige’s
funeral.22) Furthermore, immediately following Sejong’s succession to the throne,
“Tsutsukumamaru, the lord of Tsushima Province,” acting upon the request of his
deceased father, sent an envoy to Choso˘n and requested a Buddhist temple bell and
Heart Sutra.23) Thereby, the lordship had been passed from Sadashige to
Tsutsukumamaru (later known as Sadamori).  The problem, though, was that
Tsutsukumamaru was still very young.  Sadashige himself had become the lord after a
coup d’etat, and Tsushima island’s political situation was not stable enough to be
secured by a young lord.  In both Choso˘n and Tsushima island, the political situations
were relatively unstable.  
Amid such circumstances, from around the fifth month of 1419, a fleet of pirates
raided the western coast of the Korean peninsula, and gradually moved northward.
The fleet was heading for the Liaodong peninsula, and according to the report sent by
the Choso˘n government, received a fatal blow from the Ming China military.  It was
the activity of this fleet that stimulated the retired king T’aejong to plan the military
operation.  
Immediately before the invasion of Tsushima island by the Choso˘n army, T’aejong
announced the attack.  He spoke of the pirates and the conciliation policy during the
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last years of Koryo˘, and announced that, once again, Heaven’s punishment was
necessary.  In this announcement, he claimed that Tsushima island was “originally our
country’s land,” but since it was in the periphery, it had been occupied by Japanese.24)
In other words, T’aejong did not necessarily mean that Tsushima island was within
the area of Japanese rule.  Further, this is the first extant example of such a perception.  
This understanding is clearly seen in the Korean attitude towards Japanese who
were in Choso˘n.  When the decision for a military operation was made, all members
of the retinue visiting from Tsushima island were placed under surveillance, but all
other envoys were allowed to return to Japan.25) It is unclear how T’aejong’s notion
that Tsushima island was once part of Choso˘n territory emerged.  However, this was
not an exceptional view.  Similar views also appeared in subsequent negotiations.  
How, then, did Japanese respond to the Korean military operation?  When the
decision for the military operation was made, an envoy sent by the Kyushu Deputy
( J. Kyu¯shu¯ tandai ) was, by chance, in the Choso˘n capital.  But the envoys were treated
according to a policy of distinguishing between envoys from Tsushima island and
those who were from elsewhere.  After being informed by the Choso˘n government of
the impending military operation, the Kyushu envoys returned safely back to Kyushu.
News of the attack was brought to Hakata, transformed into information about a
Mongol invasion, and transmitted to Kyoto.  This phenomenon has much to do with
the fact that the attack coincided with the time when the Muromachi bakufu had
informed the envoy of the Emperor of Ming China of the intention to break off
diplomatic relations.  Due to the anxiety that spread in Kyoto as a result of this
diplomatic policy, the news of the Korean attack of Tsushima island was immediately
associated with the memory of the Mongol invasions and therefore became
distorted.26)
In the following year, the Choso˘n court sent Song Hu˘igyo˘ng as an envoy to the
Muromachi bakufu.  The retinue was welcomed first in Hakata by the former Kyushu
Deputy Shibukawa Mitsuyori and his son and current Kyushu Deputy, Shibukawa
Yoshitoshi.  There is no evidence of the embassy receiving protests.  Furthermore, the
Muromachi bakufu also informed the envoy indirectly about the O¯ei invasion.  But
there is no evidence that the invasion became a problem in relations between the two
countries.  The bakufu’s interest lay in Ming China’s response to the breaking off of
diplomatic relations and Choso˘n’s position.  The only clear protest came from the
Sho¯ni family.27)
The Sho¯ni family was a powerful clan in northern Kyushu.  During the Kamakura
period, they also were the lord of Tsushima island.  Meanwhile, the So¯ was a resident
official ( J. zaicho¯ kanjin) in Tsushima island, and later also served as a deputy land
steward ( J. jito¯dai) under the Sho¯ni.  Eventually, they took over the power on the
island.  In other words, the Sho¯ni family had once served as the lord to the So¯ family.
Even after the So¯ family became the lord of Tsushima island, and the Sho¯ni had lost
their influence in Kyushu, the So¯ family from time to time sent troops to Kyushu to
fight with the Sho¯ni family against opposing powers, such as the O¯uchi family.
Furthermore, it is said that the young So¯ Sadamori, at the time of the O¯ei invasions,
had sought refuge with the Sho¯ni.  
Oddly enough, the stance of the Muromachi bakufu and the Kyushu Deputy agree
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with Choso˘n’s policy of treating Tsushima island separately from the rest of mainland
Japan.  
6.  Negotiations for Reestablishing Diplomatic Relations
After the punishment of Tsushima island, the Choso˘n court offered Tsushima
island people from the island lord to leaders of pirate bands Choso˘n government posts
to replace their current posts and offered land for other islanders on the condition that
the people vacate the island and move to Choso˘n.  If moving to Choso˘n was
unpalatable, they were to move to Japan.28) Behind this policy of trying to turn
Tsushima island into an uninhabited island was the assumption that Tsushima island
had originally been part of Choso˘n.  If the Choso˘n court had perceived Tsushima
island as part of Japanese territory, such a proposal would have been sent to the
central government, that is, the Muromachi bakufu, instead of being sent directly to
the people of Tsushima island.  
In response to such strong measures, an envoy from Tsushima island delivered
words from the island lord Sadamori: “Some members of my family are seeking for
an opportunity to take over my position as lord and I cannot leave the island.  If you
could assign a prefectural name to our island following the examples of prefectures
and counties in your country, and if I could receive a seal from you, then I will
become a loyal subject of Choso˘n.”  In other words, he suggested that under the
condition that the people of Tsushima island remain on the island, they would be
incorporated into Choso˘n, and he requested to be granted a seal of confirmation as
the lord of the island.29) In response to that request, the Choso˘n government first
placed Tsushima island under the jurisdiction of Kyo˘ngsang Province.  Instead of
negotiating with the Board of Rites (K. Yejo) and other offices of the central
government, Tsushima island came under the jurisdiction of the Governor of
Kyo˘ngsang Province, following the domestic regulations of Choso˘n.  Furthermore, the
Choso˘n government decided to grant to the So¯ a seal reading “Tsutsukumamaru of
the So¯ family” (Tsutsukumamaru was, as noted, Sadamori’s childhood name).30) It is
unclear whether this envoy from Tsushima island was the legitimate representative of
the lord of Tsushima island.  
If matters had proceeded as they stood, Tsushima island may have become Choso˘n
territory.  However, through later negotiations, Choso˘n eventually recognized
Tsushima island as the rightful territory of Japan, and the policy of treating Tsushima
island administratively as part of Kyo˘ngsang Province was reversed.  As for its
territorial status, Tsushima island came to be under the rule of the Muromachi bakufu,
which placed the provincial governor at the core of provincial administration.  This
seems to be a logical solution from a present-day point of view.  However, there is no
evidence of either the bakufu or the Kyushu Deputy being involved in these
negotiations.  
It is important to note that even though Tsushima island was under strong pressure
from Choso˘n and the envoy may not have been a formal representative of Tsushima
island, Tsushima islanders had expressed a willingness to come under Choso˘n’s
territorial rule.  What remains as evidence of this expression of willingness is only the
“Tsutsukumamaru of the So¯ family” seal.  This seal carried an important political
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meaning. 
As an anti-piracy policy, the Choso˘n government also was planning to transform
pirate-like warriors ( J. kaizoku-teki na bushi ), merchants, and others in Tsushima
island, Iki island, and northern Kyushu into peaceful contacts known as military post
recipients and as personal seal recipients.  Military post recipients were people who
were appointed to an office by the Choso˘n government, and were expected to make a
visit to the Choso˘n court once a year.  In other words, they had the right to trade once
a year.  Personal seal recipients were individuals granted a personal seal (K. toso˘)
inscribed with their name by the Choso˘n government.  The contact would affix this
seal to a letter addressed to the Choso˘n government and give the letter to the envoy.
The stamped letter served as evidence that the envoy was not a false envoy.
Politically speaking, both personal seal recipients and military post recipients were
subjects of the King of Choso˘n, but they were foreign subjects ( J. gaishin) who resided
outside Choso˘n territory.  The lord of Tsushima island So¯ Sadamori, who received the
seal “Tsutsukumamaru of the So¯ family,” had become a seal recipient of the King of
Choso˘n, and therefore his foreign vassal.  Normally, both military post recipients and
personal seal recipients did not have significant political positions in Japan.  In this
sense, the So¯ family, which held the important position of lord, was an exception.31)
This political status was not the only exception.  Unlike as with the militaristic
T’aejong, the lord of Tsushima island was treated particularly favorably by Sejong,
who took a peaceful policy for interaction.  To give one example, whereas typical
personal seal recipients were permitted to send one or two ships per year, the
Tsushima island lord was permitted fifty ships and was given a special category called
the special envoy ( J. tokuso¯).  He could acquire great profits from this trade.  Another
special privilege given to the lord of Tsushima island was the right to issue travel
permits (K. munin).  The travel permit was similar to the present-day visa issued by
embassies, and it fulfilled the function of the present-day visa issued by an embassy.
Not only ships from Tsushima island but also ships that had departed for Choso˘n
from other areas of western Japan would be denied reception by the Choso˘n
government as pirate ships unless the envoy had received the travel permit from the
So¯.  Further, issuing these travel permits became a source of income for the So¯.  The
So¯ family performed the role of an overseas agency of Choso˘n.32)
Who were the people that sent these ships to Choso˘n?  According to the Haedong
chegukki, he who received the most cordial welcome was the King of Japan, that is, the
ships that carried the envoy of the shogun.  Next were the Hosokawa, the Shiba (who
were called “Sabuei-dono”), the Yamana, the Kyo¯goku, and other families connected
to the bakufu, and ships that were sent by powerful provincial governors such as the
O¯uchi.  Those envoys were called the envoys of barbarian lords (K. ko˘ch’usa).  Below
them were ships sent by the Kyushu Deputy and by the Tsushima island lord.  Below
those were the ships of personal seal recipients and military post recipients, whose
envoys were called the envoys of officials.  Most of them were nameless.  However,
here they were important boundary people.  
Let us look at some specific examples.  Among the military post recipients in
Tsushima island was “Third Deputy Commander Taro¯jiro¯.”  “Third Deputy
Commander” (K. Hogun) was a Korean military post of the senior fourth rank, which
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was relatively high, though a common post for military post recipients.  Taro¯jiro¯ was
identified as a “pirate leader.”  There was a personal seal recipient from Tsushima
island named “Hata Moriyuki.”  He was identified as “being of Chinese descent,” and
was from Ming China.  Hata Moriyuki was in charge of the lord of Tsushima island’s
diplomatic documents and travel permits.  Designated by the So¯, he prepared the
travel permits for ships bound for Choso˘n.  “Goto¯ Ukushima-no-kami Minamoto
Masaru” was a personal seal recipient from Hizen Province, and, as the name
suggests, was the lord of Ukushima, in the Goto¯ islands.  He had a single-character
given name, and was a member of the so-called Matsuura-to¯.  Another was “Third
Deputy Commander So¯ Ieshige” of Chikuzen Province, who was a son of the great
merchant So¯ Kin of Hakata.  These people were island lords, foreigners, and
merchants, “boundary people” who had frequent contacts with foreign cultures.  As
noted, all those who were sailing for Choso˘n had to first stop at Tsushima island and
receive the lord of Tsushima island’s travel permit.  
7.  Choso˘n’s Pasture Land
From the second half of the fourteenth century, pirate activities grew harsher in
various parts of the Korean peninsula.  As can be seen from the coup d’etat in
Tsushima island over the position of the lord of Tsushima island, the political situation
in the region was extremely unstable during this time.  We can assume that the
political situation in Tsushima island and the activities of pirates were related.
Furthermore, the disturbance of the Northern and Southern courts in Japan also
affected the situation in Kyushu, and its influence reached Tsushima island through
relations between the Sho¯ni and So¯ families, and became a source of instability.33)
After the O¯ei Invasion, Sejong, as mentioned earlier, gave favorable treatment to the
So¯ family.  Although conflict continued in northern Kyushu, the political situation
gradually stabilized in Tsushima island under So¯ leadership.  With this, pirate
activities also came to an end.  
The So¯ considered the source of their power the appointment as provincial
governor by the Muromachi shogun.  However, in Tsushima island, that was not
sufficient.  In order to control the people whose activities occurred on the seas, it was
necessary to gain power and control over the maritime traffic.  Choso˘n gave this
authority to Tsushima island, especially to its lord.  The Choso˘n government and the
Muromachi bakufu were without doubt powers over the land.  However, it was only
the Choso˘n government that could provide a political and economic framework for
bringing an order to the maritime activities of Tsushima islanders.  
When I introduced discourse number two above, I referred to the “P’aldo
ch’ongdo” in Shinju˘ng Tongguk yo˘ji su˘ngnam as one example.  In fact, this text describes
Tsushima island thusly: “This is Tsushima Province of Japan.  It used to be under the
rule of our Kyerim.  It is still unclear when it became a place for Japanese (K.
Waein).” 34) Kyerim is another name for Kyo˘ngju, the capital of Silla, and the term is
often used to refer in general to Silla or to Kyo˘ngsang Province.  Although the text
speaks of the past, it states that Tsushima island was originally part of Choso˘n
territory.  The reason for such a notion to have remained was most certainly because
of the historical significance of Tsushima island in maritime interaction.  Similar
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examples can be found elsewhere.  
In Choso˘n, there was a temporary civil office called Investigation Official (K.
Kyo˘ngch’agwan), which was primarily dispatched to various areas in the country.  The
Investigation Official was dispatched to Tsushima island, as well.  The Choso˘n
government sent a number of envoys to Tsushima island, and among them, the most
numerous were the envoys that bore the post of Investigation Official.  These
investigation officials were sent to Tsushima island into the sixteenth century.
Although the Choso˘n government dispatched many envoys to areas other than
Tsushima island, there is not a single case in which an Investigation Official was sent
to an area other than Tsushima island.35) This suggests that the Choso˘n government
did not view Tsushima island as completely foreign.  
Moreover, the envoy who visited Iki island, Hakata, and Yamaguchi in 1444, the
Pacification Commissioner (K. Ch’omugwan) Kang Kwo˘nso˘n, heard the O¯uchi retainer
in charge of receiving guests speak of “Tsushima island, which was originally
Choso˘n’s pasture land.” 36) Tsushima island had once presented horses to Choso˘n as a
gift, but there is no evidence that it had been established as a pasture by a government
in the Korean peninsula.  It is possible that the close relationship between Tsushima
island and Choso˘n was widely known, leading to such a presumption.  In other words,
people in Japan, too, held a notion which corresponded to that of Koreans.  
Furthermore, in 1458 and in 1461–1462, there were cases in which the lord of
Tsushima island So¯ Shigemoto was almost appointed as a military post recipient.  In
either of these two cases, though, it was from Tsushima island that the requests for
appointment had been sent. The requests were discussed within the Choso˘n
government.  Especially in the latter case, the Choso˘n government almost granted
him concurrent appointments to the offices of Second Minister of the Office of
Ministers-without Portfolio and Taema Prefecture Chief Military Commissioner (K.
P’an Chungch’uwo˘n-sa kyo˘m Taema-ju toch’o˘lchesa).37) However, it was later revealed that
the request did not reflect Shigemoto’s will, and therefore, the case eventually was
dropped.  
Although it did not happen, the fact that such a request was made reveals a
characteristic of Tsushima island.  Whether it was military post recipients or personal
seal recipients, they both were foreign subjects of the King of Choso˘n, but the degree
of service as a royal subject was quite different.  As seen in the negotiations that
immediately followed the O¯ei Invasion, there was a possibility that Tsushima island
could become Choso˘n territory by the appointment of the lord of Tsushima island to
a military post.  The idea that they would sacrifice the right to possession of land for
the sake of close relations with Choso˘n was quite real in Tsushima island.  
Choso˘n did not rule any land in Tsushima island.  And most probably, Korean
governments never did in the past, either.  Nevertheless, Choso˘n often treated
Tsushima island as if it was part of its territory.  Tsushima island’s attitude seems to
have responded to this.  It is here that we see the boundary ( J. kyo¯kaisei ) of Tsushima
island.  Symbolically, its power associated with control over land had its foundations
in the island lord, that is, in the authority given by the Muromachi shogun.  Its power
associated with the sea had its foundation in the personal seal recipient, that is, in the
power given by the King of Choso˘n.  
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It is unclear how discourse number two, which views Tsushima island as part of the
Choso˘n government’s territory, was created historically.  However, the actual
relations between Choso˘n and Tsushima island as discussed here were so complicated
that they cannot be explained solely as simple foreign relations.  Still, the following
inference may be made.  First, the basis of the complexity became abstracted, which
led to discourse number two. The historical relations between Korea and Tsushima
island have supported discourse number two.  
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